APRIL PROOFS RELEASE
Despite the change due to the rolling base, Jura‐Bétail can proudly announce two N°1 and 3 bulls
within the Top5.
A thrilling news for the users of our genetic!
9 GENOMIC OFFER
HARPON JB keeps his leading position for the 4th proof release in a row. His strong dairy potential is
confirmed (Milk +1028) and the richness of the milk is a strong marker of his assets (Prot +1.1; Fat
+2.3).
Not far beyond, we now find JUMPER JB with 161 points of ISU, with a very well balanced profile as
well as regarding the production (Milk +598; Protein +1.7; Fat +0.9), the type (TY 116; BO 106; FL
117; UD 117).
The functional proofs are also all positive. This bull is available in sexed semen.
Among our new bulls, let’s focus on JOSTIK JB (Fablo x Ralban) with 144 points of ISU, very good in
dairy production (Milk +1202) and also with high qualities of udder (119).
9
PROGENY TESTED BULLS WITH FLIPEX JB N°1 IN ISU AND THE FIRST DAUGHTERS OF FRACAS JB, FABLIO
JB, FUVEAU JB, GHANA JB…
With now a total of 48 daughters and 161 points of ISU, FLIPEX JB becomes the N°1 montbéliard of
progeny tested bulls. He is highly performing regarding production (Milk +889; Prot +1.0; Fat +0.6)
but also in type
(TY 118; BO 106; FL 113; UD 122; MU 101) so as in functional (UDHEA +0.9; REPRO +0.3; LGV +0.6).
FRACAS JB with 141 points in ISU also presents strong assets. All qualities are found within this dairy
sire: production (Milk +625; Prot. +0.0; Fat 1.0), in type (TY 111; BO 102; FL 113; UD 111) and also in
functional
traits (UDHEA +0.2; REPRO +0.8; LGV +0.9).
FABLIO JB, with its 96 daughters, is very dairy and combines a great fat potential (Milk +683 ; Protein
+0,0 ; Fat +3,4) but he also remains very good in type (TY 119 ; BO 116 ; RU 105 ; FL 106 ; UD 115)
and also interesting regarding its muscularity.
Lastly, two sons of VALFIN JB, FUVEAU JB and GHANA JB respectively with 66 and 70 daughters each
are now part of the game. The first one is the most performing sire regarding the udder health
(+1.2); the second one is terrific regarding the udder itself (121) particularly in fore udder
attachment (135) and development (120).
9 SEXED SEMEN OFFER
9 bulls are available today in female sexed semen at 90%:
HEFFROI JB, HIKORIS JB, IATUS JB, IBREUIL JB, ILAY JB, IOSHI JB, IVIRIEU JB, JUMPER JB and JUNKY JB.
9 THE CHANGE OF ROLLING BASE
As every year at the same period, the evolution of rolling base occurs. It reflects the genetic
improvement of the Montbeliarde breed.
This year it is as follows:
ISU
INEL
MILK
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‐4 pts
‐3 pts
‐53 kg
‐1 pt
‐1 pt
0 pt

